Parts Plan

A WINNING PERFORMANCE

A formula race car relies on a steady supply of tires and parts to
deliver a winning performance. The same goes for other hi-tech
machines, like your air compressor. Our Parts Plan gives you the
certainty of getting the right part at the right time.

Designed For The Purpose
The Parts Plan delivers genuine Atlas
Copco parts at your doorstep. Parts that
are designed and produced to the exact
specifications of your compressor.
Our experts draw up a maintenance
schedule based on your equipment and
site conditions. Each delivery of parts
triggers your technicians to perform
the associated maintenance step.

Parts Plan

Free Up Time And Space
The Parts Plan covers a certain period,
which means you have to budget for parts
only once, eliminating the administrative
burden of repetitive, time-consuming
procurement processes for separate parts.
Keeping compressor parts in stock is no
longer necessary. The right parts will be
delivered to you when you need them,
freeing up space and capital that you can
use for your core activities, and helping
you to achieve your saving goals.
IMPROVED
UPTIME

IMPROVED
ADMINISTRATION

ASK YOURSELF…
What happens if I source parts elsewhere?
As they are not designed specifically for your equipment, nongenuine parts may compromise the integrity and efficiency of your
compressed air system. Genuine Atlas Copco parts guarantee the
functionality of your compressor between maintenance jobs.
What’s the risk of delaying maintenance?
Most parts have a specified lifespan. Failure to replace them on time
may undermine your compressor’s efficiency and reliability. This
increases the production costs, but also the risk of a breakdown
with an even bigger impact on your profitability.
How can I plan the maintenance effectively?
You can let the Parts Plan do that for you. The delivery of parts
coincides with the scheduled maintenance intervals that are
determined by our experts. The arrival of parts alerts your service
team that it’s time to perform maintenance.
What about financial surprises?
A Parts Plan provides you with all the parts you need at a predetermined
cost. There are no unforeseen expenses for extra parts. And because the
Parts Plan helps you to plan maintenance on time, the risk of a costly
breakdown is reduced.

www.atlascopco.com

“The Parts Plan helps us
to plan the maintenance
of our air compressors and
because it costs less than
purchasing single parts, it
gives us a straight return.”

Go For The Real Deal
Choose genuine parts to secure the
performance of your air compressors. Let
the Parts Plan structure your maintenance
activities and put an end to ad-hoc
budgeting.
Contact your Atlas Copco representative
today!
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